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 is the Elisabeth University, 
founded in 1912, which, however, suspended its operation after the Czech  
occupation of the city after World War I.  
In accordance with Act XXV of 1921, the National Assembly had the Uni-
r, this procedure could only take place 
slowly due to the Serbian occupation, and the first academic year did not start 
until the autumn of 1923.  
However, the integration of the new university into the life of the city of 
ties. For example, the situation in the city 
seemed hopeless after the war and the Serbian occupation; campuses had to be 
established through church and city donations.  
In addition to the difficulties of integration, the University had to find its 
own image and organize a scientific dialogue of its own right. Accordingly, 
scientific journals issued by the institution had to be established. The first such 
paper, Minerva, was finally published in the twenties, which was linked to the 
name of Tivadar Thienemann and the Faculty of Humanities. This was followed 
-Kastner in the 1930s, which in the first 
volumes also focused on humanities.  
The youth organization that started immediately after the relocation also 
played a part in the integration of the University into urban life and other 
 
universities. This organization started as early as in the transitional period of 
sity students became significantly radicalized.  
This study first describes the history of the University by reviewing the latest lit-
erature published thanks to the 650th anniversary of the history of the University of 
k place. After 
that, relying on press sources, the paper gains insight into how the University took 
root between the two world wars at the site where it is currently operating. 
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Keynotes: 




























-ban fel is oszlott, el
feladatait.7  
1927-
 hogy Budapest vagy Szeged legyen az 
radt. 




















jou- a jogarokon, egyetemi 
serlegen.11 
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